2019 FILM SELECTIONS
A New View of the Moon
Become reacquainted with awe alongside strangers interacting with a telescope trained on the moon.
Watch as Wylie Overstreet takes a telescope around the streets of Los Angeles to give passersby an
up-close look at a familiar object: a new view of the moon.
Blue Carbon
"Blue carbon" is carbon that's captured and stored by coastal wetlands, helping to mitigate climate
change. This film is about mud and the multiple benefits that estuaries provide for us. "You never
go into a wetland and just restore one benefit," says wetlands ecologist John Rybczyk. It improves
water quality, provides salmon habitat, protects our shorelines, and also benefits our climate.
Confluir
A group of scientists and river experts investigate the Grand Canyon of the Amazon, Río
Marañón, on a month-long raft expedition. The crew navigate intricate whitewater as well as
the environmental and social issues created by 20 dams proposed on the principle tributary of
the Amazon, connecting with passionate local communities as they go.
Fire Followers - Yosemite Nature Notes
Yosemite botanists search for fire-following flowers that germinate and bloom after a fire, covering
the landscape in a beautiful but brief wildflower display that may not return until the next fire.
Great Old Broads for Wolves
Welcome to the southwest, where the land is wild and the women...might be even wilder.
Introducing the Great Old Broads for Wilderness and their fight to keep southwestern
Colorado's wilderness an intact and natural environment. These women have come together to
find their voice, and now are using it to give these lands a fighting chance.
Grizzly Country
After serving in the Vietnam War, author and eco-warrior Doug Peacock spent years alone in the
Wyoming and Montana wilderness observing grizzly bears. This time in the wild changed the
course of his life. With the protection of Yellowstone grizzlies now under threat, Peacock reflects
on the importance of habitat and why he continues to fight for wild causes.
Hear the Call: Salmon Nation In Hear the Call: Salmon Nation, singer Ashleigh Ball of Hey
Ocean! travels with filmmaker Josh Thome to the remote coast of British Columbia where marine
biologist Alexandra Morton and First Nations Chief Ernest Alfred are on the front lines of a battle
that will decide the fate of wild salmon and the entire coastal ecosystem that depends on them.
L’orchestre D’hibernation Animaux (How Animals Hibernate)
What if hibernating animals of different species formed an orchestra and performed a symphony
about their winter’s sleep? Well, they did—sort of. Because this is the science version of “Peter and
the Wolf,” starring a frog, a turtle, a bird, a mosquito, a bear, and a fish…
Moonline
When night falls on the mountains, it is by no means time to go to bed for Valentin Delluc. It’s in the
dark that one of the best speed riders in the world finds a whole new playground. Like a firefly, it
illuminates the darkness…
Space to Explore
Natalie Panek has spent her life focused on her biggest dream - to be the first to set foot on another
planet. Natalie is an aerospace engineer, a pilot, an influencer, an avid explorer, and has made it to
the top 100 of astronaut candidates. On an outdoor adventure to the Mars-like terrain of Moab,
Utah she searches with her friend to reconcile life's stumbles, redirections, and challenges in the
pursuit of space travel.

